


Welcome to Issue #38 of  Penny Thoughts! 

It's the that time of  year again! Thats right, 
Greggs has officially announced the return 
of  their Festive Bake to shops, at the takeout 
price of  £1.60. I couldn't be more excited.

Owing to the restrictions COVID-19 has 
placed upon the distribution of  our printed 
issue we are going to publishing exclusively 
online for the time-being. Whilst it's a shame 
not to be able to share our contributors' work 
in print it also provides an opportunity to 
adapt our practices. This issue marks the 
beginning of  a weekly release schedule, with 
the intention of  increasing the number of  
artists whose work we are able to  promote. 
It's never been a better time to submit. Click 
here for submission guidelines, we hope to 
hear from you soon!

Rory Eva Jack

https://www.trusselltrust.org/get-help/find-a-foodbank/
http://instagram.com/low_vagrancy
http://instagram.com/jackrental


Butterfly
Dimitra Bouritsa

https://twitter.com/Prospost9

https://www.dimitrabouritsa.com/about.html


I want it right now 

I want the microwave to ping before I’ve 
even put the meal in

I want the ping to be loud 

I want the microwave light to be bright, 
not dim 

I want the micro to be macro 

I want the wave to be proud  

I want it to taste better than it should

I want the temperature to be right

I want it to put itself  in the bin

I want it to keep me full all night

I want a Waitrose ready 
meal

Lydia McDonnell

https://www.instagram.com/f3mal3_gaze/


Coller
Theodora Prassa

https://www.instagram.com/theodoraprassa_textiles/?hl=en


Vortex of  Meaning_4th
Philip Michael Wolfson

http://wolfsondesign.com/


Mask on mask through mask in

Mask up mask close mask ID

Mask breathed mask caught mask high

Mask now mask bully mask police

Mask price mask paid mask bought

Mask free mask party mask out

Mask crazy mask afraid mask weird

Mask design mask fashion mask collection

Mask follow mask confused mask show

Mask off mask rebel mask revolt

Mask for mask poor mask clue

Mask against mask pain mask death

Mask new mask normal mask you

Mask goal mask agenda mask fraud

Masking It
Winston Allamby



Don't Touch the Art
Lu Gallagher

https://www.instagram.com/boykeats/


Untitled, 2019
Fo 

http://instagram.com/fovardon


The Man With the Look - 
The Detail III

Ta S

https://www.instagram.com/tasartcraft/


Men are beautiful,
God! Aren't they just?
And yet I hate the self  that says it, that
sees it so as true.

Blended taste of  warped waste, a trace of  
evening's hue:

The moon is full but light is not, a half  that 
needs no whole,
As is he, who swims (quite alone) with none 
but a dog to call.

I think perhaps it is because he aims not to 
impress
with graceful strokes and shimmering arms 
in freezing waves of  sea
There are no girls or mates or lads to view 
his selfish sport.
It is for himself, in spite of  self, that he 
swims to us few walking by the beach. 
No rhythm to the movement beyond the 
erratics of  pleasure, no direction to his 
body other than forward

Men are beautiful 
 André English

https://twitter.com/Prospost9


and back.

He is not in water for long (and I am too 
afraid to stare),
He rises to the dog that waits, trembling in 
the air.

His skin glistens, lithe yet strong, and I see 
the silent moon in shape along his thigh
A strength that owes to none but the self  is 
the mark of  him on high

And he walks away, my guilty moment's 
feast
and men are beautiful
for a while longer, at least.



Family Portrait II 
 Angelica Guerrero

http://angelicaguerrero.art/biography/


We want to see YOUR work in the 
next issue of  Penny Thoughts.

You can submit your work to
yourpennythoughts@gmail.com

USAGE POLICY, CLICK TO READ

D R AW I N G S / / P H O T O G R A P H Y 
PAINTINGS//OTHER VISUAL WORKS 

send your images as 300dpi .jpg/.pdf/.png

POETRY//ARTICLES//SHORT STORIES
RECIPES//NOTES//ESSAYS//OTHERS

send your words as .doc/.txt files

mailto:yourpennythoughts%40gmail.com?subject=Submission%20to%20Penny%20Thoughts
https://www.snitchpublishes.co.uk/publication.php?id=21

